What’s horizon and why choose it?

A quick view of its functions

What’s horizon?

“horizon® is a software tool to facilitate workflow and data
collection through surveys, forms and process approval to quickly
launch new services, control them and make better decisions.”

What can horizon do?
Horizon has three main functions to help your organization:

Brief definitions
Surveys: Create private or public surveys to gather strategic information to take
better decisions. With horizon, you get visual information as well as details from your
customers (internal or external).

Forms: You may create forms and define the flow they will follow when they’re filled.
It can be as simple as just finish it there, or it can have several layers of approvals
from your defined groups or members.

Process: These are combinations of forms: You may define a full process of datacollection, approvals, data transformation and reporting. You will define the flow of
the forms involved
For all three functions, you always have control of the data to
use it, export it and take decisions.

Benefits of using horizon
Horizon allows your organization to:
• Quickly set up questionnaires, surveys and forms to capture data based on your needs
• Fill the holes between different processes and applications without the need for
complex application development
• Visualize your organization’s activities through flows
• Customize the creation of automatic tasks
• Add approval steps and workflows to transform data
• Set up forms, workflows, phases, data gathering intervals, applications, workspaces,
access controls, connections to external sources (APIs, Web Services) and your own white
labeling
• Enhance collaboration and teamwork by tying forms and surveys into ongoing
processes
• Gather, publish and visualize survey results to help shape business decision.
• Achieve more efficient planning of internal processes to eradicate manual labor,
rekeying and faulty workflows.

The application
Horizon uses cutting-edge
technology to allow our customers
create easy data collection forms,
surveys and processes in a multi
language environment.

Use cases
Typical use cases for horizon can be:
• Forms digitalization: Tons of paper sheets and time can be saved by creating forms
in horizon. Allow your customers to fill-in forms remotely without the need to develop
an application or without the need to re-insert the information to another system.
• Process follow-up: Keep track of your actual manual enterprise processes by
creating detailed horizon® processes which allows every involved department to
move the process faster and more accurate, while keeping information secure.
• Clients “feeling”: Do you ever wonder how your clients feel about any of your
processes? horizon® surveys makes it easy to gain that knowledge, when you create
public surveys or even targeted surveys if you wish.

• Prototypes/Documents evaluation: Have you found yourself in a send and receive
situation over a prototype or document approval? Well, with horizon®, you may
work it in a fraction of time by setting up a form or process for that, while still
getting feedback from your approvers.

How does horizon compares to others?

*: Login/SSO provided only through Google Authentication
**: Login/SSO provided through Microsoft Office 365 Authentication. More providers on backlog

Contact us to
help your enterprise

